
Proximity-based wireless user 
authentication.
GateKeeper uses a computer’s built-in 
Bluetooth, or a USB dongle that serves as 
non-intrusive authentication detectors.

Wireless keys (tokens) are registered for 
each user on the network and serve as 
a unique identifier for that individual. 
The tokens will be detected and used 
for authentication when the individual 
logs into their authorized computers and 
websites.

Centralized access user 
management and reporting. 
The GateKeeper Hub software allows 
the administrator to deploy security 
policies such as mandatory two-factor 
authentication, access control lists for 
specific computers, assigning users to 
workstations, plus reporting and auditing.

GateKeeper Enterprise is more than just password management.

GATEKEEPER COMPARISON

No other password management solution can compare to our enterprise-level features.
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Eliminates manual logins
Automated login prevents shared or insecure passwords

Windows & Mac OS compatible
Win 7, 8, 8.1, 10, and Mac OSX version 10.13 or above

2-Factor authentication
GateKeeper offers optional 2FA with a PIN

Proximity-based lock & unlock functionality
Reduce geographic risk; users must be near the computer

Multiple login methods available
Dynamically built for many clients on a single platform

Does not require physical contact with computer
Wireless, hands-free authorization; no plugging in and out

Wireless key does not require phone
GateKeeper has hardware and software tokens

Automated hands-free lock and unlock
GateKeeper ensures computer is locked when unattended

Real-time location services
Track user location in real-time, and log location history

Shared credentials identification
Differentiate users’ activity even if users share logins

Physical access control integration
Authenticating into doors and other access points

Centralized access management dashboard
Add, edit or delete user access settings on the network

Designed for healthcare compliance (HIPAA)
Meets unique security requirements for healthcare

Active Directory integration for Enterprise
Easily add a user with one click from Active Directory 

Enterprise Features DUO YubiKey


